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Member Behavior in Dynamic Online
Communities: Role Affiliation Frequency Model
Alon Bartal

and Gilad Ravid

Abstract—People’s social life has become more embedded in dynamic online communities. Each online community can be viewed as a
temporal online social network (OSN). The interaction level among OSN members leads to the emergence of dynamic social roles, which
change and evolve over time, creating a sequence of temporal roles. These role sequences show diversity in the role-affiliation frequency of
members. That diversity enables modeling the dynamic behaviors of individuals. This paper proposes a temporal role-affiliation frequency
model (RAFM) which detects the time evolving roles of each member and analyzes her/his role-affiliation frequency to infer her/his latent
behavior. Applying the RAFM to real interaction data, collected in four online communities, revealed the identity of influential members.
In addition, members with similar temporal behavioral patterns were found to have similar latent behavior patterns. These patterns are
manifested via similar role transitions in different OSNs whose temporal interaction rhythms were compatible. These two research findings
contribute to OSN research and knowledge via improved understanding of member behavior online based on role-affiliation frequency and
role transitions. Thus, member latent behavior can be inferred, and influential members can be identified.
Index Terms—Dynamic online community, influential members, online behavior, role frequency, social roles
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INTRODUCTION

S

life is becoming more embedded in online applications. People spend increasing amounts of time online
and perform many tasks in online environments. For example, in a dynamic online social network (OSN), which
changes continuously, individuals may exchange information, opinions [1], or find dating partners [2].
Since some OSNs are public, it is possible to observe and
explore the dynamic social interactions of members [3]
which define their roles [4], [5] and enable analysis of their
behavior online [6]. Role discovery is important for many
applications such as predicting network links [5].
Although there is no consensus regarding the definition of a social role, some define the notion of a role
within a social structure in the sense that members
who affiliate with the same role have similar structural
patterns [7].
Some studies [e.g., 8] identify and learn the structural
positions of members with predefined explicit roles.
Other studies [9], [10] analyze structural interaction patterns with unsupervised techniques to uncover implicit
roles.
Most role-discovery methods, developed for static networks [6], [11], [12], [13], [14] are inapplicable to dynamic
OSNs [9]. Moreover, only a few researchers [e.g., 15] analyzed
the changing roles in dynamic OSNs. Modeling dynamic roles
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is important since member behavior in dynamic OSNs is timerelated [5], [16], [17].
Based on the Mixed Membership Stochastic Blockmodel
(MMSB) [10], the dynamic MMSB (dMMSB) [15] models
role evolution for up to medium dynamic networks. Thus,
online role-discovery methods that assign and update role
affiliations as the network changes are inapplicable to large
OSNs and remain an open area of research [18].
Hence, our goal is to develop a role-affiliation frequency
model (RAFM). The RAFM focuses on identification of the
temporal role affiliation of an OSN member over time which
creates a role-affiliation frequency vector. The proposed
model infers member latent behavior that can be highly
affiliated with a single role out of one’s role sequence. Thus,
RAFM aims to discover each member’s underlying roleaffiliation frequency, describing her/his behavior in the network. Moreover, the RAFM infers the latent behavior of
members.
The novel contributions of this study are: 1) identifying
the behavioral patterns of members, manifested by role transitions according to their role-affiliation frequencies, 2)
showing that members with similar role-affiliation frequencies share the same latent role in different OSNs whose
dynamics in terms of interaction rhythms are similar. Additional contributions of this study include: 1) analyzing large,
dynamic, and time-evolving networks, 2) basing role discovery only on structural network features, and 3) identifying
influential members.
Organization. The next section sets the theoretical background for model development in Section 3. Research hypotheses are presented in Section 4. The datasets are presented
in Section 5. The results are presented in Section 6. Finally,
conclusions, limitations, and future work are discussed in
Section 7.
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RELATED WORK

Social roles were first discovered in sociology research [19]
aiming to explain, for example, member behavior in a community [20]. The broad concept of a community has several
definitions: 1) people who interact with one another, 2) sharing common values, beliefs, or behaviors, and 3) interaction
within a bounded geographic area [21].
Recent studies use the structure of complex networks to
define a community as a group of members, with more connections inside the group and fewer connections outside the
group [11]. Structural network analysis can detect different
groups of communities [3], [5] and roles [5], [11], [16], [17].
Although related, these groups are of different types that call
for applying different detection methods [11]. Community
detection methods that are based on the structure of the network, use connectivity patterns of link density among members [22]. Examples of such methods include modularity
[22], edge removal [23], graph partitioning [24], and similarity [22]. Community detection methods that are based on
probabilistic definitions allow members to affiliate with multiple communities [10]. Research on these methods is still in
their infancy [5] and include, for example, community detection by dynamic roles [3] which expend community detection by member roles that capture the contribution of a
member to the community. Costa et al., [5] proposed two
variations of a Bayesian Hierarchical Latent-Factor model
(BHLFM) to discover latent factors that define communities
and roles [3], [5] by uncovering hidden affiliation of members to multiple communities and roles.
Role detection methods aim to explain member behaviors
through interactions since members affiliated with the same
role have similar structural patterns [7]. Roles are thus not
required to be connected or close in terms of network density
or distance [5], [17] and, hence, a member can play different
roles and belong to different communities. However, members in the same community must be close to one another.
Recently, community discovery and role assignment were
jointly modeled [3], [5], allowing members to belong to multiple communities and roles respectively. This study focuses
on analyzing the observed behaviors of members through
role detection in online communities.
Online communities enable tracking and analyzing the
behaviors of members and their relationships [3]. These relationships are maintained in OSNs such as online forums,
and microblogging (e.g., Twitter) [25] where people communicate mostly by text messages [26]. Members’ temporal relationships in dynamic OSNs change and evolve [27], and can
be characterized as roles which describe member behavior
[28]. The importance of roles is acknowledged in many applications such as predicting new network links [5], and modeling dynamic member behavior in large graphs [7], [29].

2.1 Member Roles in Online Social Networks
A community can be represented by a graph of interactions
within a group similar to a social network or an OSN [3]. It
was found that each role in an OSN has a unique signature
that can be defined by observing the patterns of member participation [30]. In most online communities, 90 percent of
members never contribute, 9 percent contribute little, and 1
percent account for almost all network activity [31], which

implies the member roles. Thus, members who actively participate, and create rich content can highly affect information
spread in OSNs [32] and influence other members to participate [33]. However, members are not born influencers; they
transition between roles [34].
Members with a Visitor role are interested in the community and consume information, yet contribute nothing to the
discussions [35]. A Visitor can become a Novice by participating in discussions [35]. For a Novice to become an Activist,
s/he must often participate by consuming and producing
information [35]. An Activist can become a Leader in a community, also known as a gatekeeper [36], by assuming the
role of an opinion maker. A member becomes Passive if s/he
maintains interest in discussions and in other members, consuming rather than producing content. Lastly, a Troll disturbs other members by posting offensive content and
causing conflicts in a relatively short period prior to vanishing [37].
Roles that emerge from the structure of the community [17]
can be identified by considering network centralities (e.g.,
Indegree, Outdegree, Closeness, Betweenness, Eigenvector
[38]) or ranks (e.g., PageRank, HITS), which uncover structural information about member relations within the community [39]. For example, in the 9/11 terrorist attacks [40],
centrality measures were used to identify influencers who
played a variety of roles (e.g., “brokers” and “gatekeepers”).
Moreover, centrality measures were used to identify member
importance in the network [41] (e.g., articulation nodes and
selecting the top-k nodes [42]). However, other studies found
no correlations between the roles of members and their structural positions [e.g., 43]. This might be since member behavior
is dynamic, and richer than what can be captured just by
whether or not s/he is highly influential. In addition, since
members frequently change roles [15], it is important to discover diverse roles by using member dynamic structural
relations.

2.2 Role Discovery by Network Structure
Role detection in a network often involves using unsupervised techniques to assign structurally similar members to
the same cluster. A hard assignment assigns a member to a
single role [44], whereas a soft assignment allows a member
to play multiple roles [9], [10], [15].
Since roles can be inferred from member interactions, as
reflected in the network structure, several algorithms classify
members into roles using the structure of the graph [15], [45].
Blockmodel algorithms are used to detect roles in social networks [10], [15], [44] by identifying members with equivalent
network structures [28] or measure the extent to which they
are structurally equivalent [46], [47].
Another approach for detecting roles is the latent position
cluster model [45]. This model estimates unknown role affiliations by a set of probabilities of edge formation between
members where each member is associated with exactly one
role. This single role affiliation assumption was extended in
the MMSB by allowing a member to affiliate with several
roles [10]. However, the MMSB assumes a fixed network
structure, whereas OSNs are dynamic. Thus, dMMSB [9]
and a few other models [3], [5] consider network evolution,
where members play various roles that evolve over time.
These definitions imply that members with similar roles,
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share common features and relation patterns, even without
direct relationships [16], [47].
An important aspect that has not been thoroughly
addressed is role-evolution modeling in dynamic OSNs
which considers member time-dependent role transitions.
The RAFM considers dynamic networks where each
member is affiliated with a role at each time step. Thus, a
member can play multiple roles similar to a fuzzy logic
approach [48]. Such approach in the RAFM assumes that the
latent behavior of a member can take on a different blend of
social roles (for example, s/he can have some Leader qualities, but mainly be an Active member) that can change over
time. However, measuring a network at a given time step
creates a static snapshot of the network.
Hence, at each snapshot only the role that a member plays
during that time step, out of the blend of social roles is
observed. Considering the temporal roles played, each member can be highly affiliated with a single most descriptive role
(i.e., latent role) out of the blend of social roles, based on the
role degree affiliation inferred by analyzing the member’s
role-affiliation frequency, as will be further explained in
Section 3.
As discussed, dMMSB [9] analyzes dynamic networks.
However, it has several drawbacks: 1) it assumes a specific
parametric form, where the groups are defined based on
linkages to specific members rather than on the more general
behaviors of members, 2) it assumes a fixed number of members in the network, and 3) it cannot handle large networks
in a feasible time [15]. Few studies identified roles in large
dynamic networks. For example, Gupte and Ravindran [29]
used MapReduce to identify roles but, their algorithm considered large sparse graphs with a small number of time
steps (three). Rossi, et al. [49] generated a role transition
model per member. However, the way in which they defined
roles is not intuitive, making the descriptive behavior of each
role hard to understand. Thus, identifying and comparing
the same roles (e.g., influencers) in different OSNs is impossible. Hence, they found role meaning by network centralities after identifying roles.
Addressing these limitations, five main innovations are
made by developing the RAFM. First, role detection by
RAFM is based only on network relationships and, therefore,
the underlying dynamic process is very intuitive to understand based on the interpretation of network centralities. Second, the RAFM is applicable to dynamic and large timeevolving networks without restricting the number of members or relations by handling the network in small time steps.
Third, unlike other models (e.g., blockmodels), the RAFM
captures general member behavior without restriction by a
member’s structural position. It considers the general behavior of members by grouping members with similar temporal
behavior according to network activity (centralities), as well
as by the role evolution of each member who may affiliate
with several roles over time. Fourth, the RAFM infers a member’s latent role, which is the role with which s/he is most
affiliated with, based on analysis of her/his role-affiliation
frequency. This inference reveals that, members with the
same latent role in different OSNs have similar role paths.
Lastly, the RAFM is applicable to detection of influential
members by identifying role transitions and predicting
structural changes in the network.
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The temporal dynamics of an OSN can be analyzed to
better understand member behavior online. Lack of sufficient knowledge about the relationship between online roles
and behaviors raises the need for new models that, via role
identification, will enable better analysis of interactions in
OSNs. Thus, our goal is to model time-dependent changes
in members’ behavioral patterns in dynamic OSNs, to better
understand member behavior.

3

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Given a dynamic OSN, for each network observation between
time steps k  1 and k (denoted tk ), a graph Gk ¼ ðVk ; Ek ; wk Þ
is constructed, where nodes (Vk ) are active members who
posted at least once at tk , directed edges ðEk Þ represent interactions between members, such that eij 2 Ek indicates that
member i wrote a post directed to j at tk , and weights ðwk Þ of
edges indicate interactions frequency.
The two goals of the RAFM are to discover a set of underlying roles in the network, representing online behavior of
members at tk by their role affiliations, and to observe the
role evolution of members over time, inferring their latent
roles. These goals are achieved by four steps.
Step #1 estimates the role affiliations, which represent
behavior patterns, for each member in each observation
G1 ; . . . ; Gk , by defining the features of each role and representing each member in Gk by a set of features. These features are derived from member activity and include the
following centralities: D ¼ fIndegree; Outdegree; Betweenness;
Closeness; Eigenvectorg. The design philosophy for using
these centralities is explained in the following paragraphs.
To account for temporal network dynamics, the normalized
centrality measures at tk of each member: Cd; k ðvi Þ, vi 2
Vk ; d 2 D, in every OSN observation (Gk ) are calculated first.
Then, the average (1) and standard deviation (2) of the centralities are calculated for each Gk .


Avg Cd;k :¼ Cd;k ¼


std Cd;k :¼ s d;k

PjVk j

Cd;k ðvi Þ
; d2D
jVk j
sP
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ﬃ
j Vk j 

C
ð
v
Þ

C
d;k i
d;k
i¼1
; d 2 D:
¼
jVk j
i¼1

(1)

(2)
Next, member role affiliation in each Gk is estimated by
comparing her/his centralities to (1) and (2). This facilitates
the definition and detection of a member’s role at tk , and the
creation of the role-detection sub-model (Fig. 1) of the
RAFM. Fig. 1 facilitates the classification of members into
five potential roles, which is also the number of roles used by
Fu, et al. [9], and Choobdar, et al. [32] who analyzed member
roles in spreading information in OSNs.
In Fig. 1, Leaders (role 4), who are very active by our definition, can be considered either opinion leaders or influencers [1], [50]. They are highly relevant to understanding
the diffusion of topics [51], as they promote discussions, and
actively create content, which can be measured by high Outdegree values [52]. Due to their high activity levels, Leaders
have strong ego-networks and close relationships with
others, as can be measured by high Indegree value [52].
Opinion leaders in the network will most likely have high
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Fig. 1. Role-detection sub-model.

centrality measures. Therefore, Leaders are expected to have
Outdegree ðCOd; k Þ values that are greater than or equal to
the network’s average Outdegree ðCOd; k Þ value [34], and to
have high Indegree ðCId; k Þ values [52] that are greater than
or equal to the network’s average Indegree value plus one
standard deviation ðCId; k þ s Id; k Þ. Leaders are also expected
to have Betweenness, Closeness, and Eigenvector degree
centralities that are greater than the network’s average centralities [52]. However, Leaders do not always possess the
highest centrality measures [42]. Thus, this expectation is
relaxed by allowing at least two out of the three later values
to be greater than or equal to the network’s average centralities plus one standard deviation.
Active members (role 3) consume and produce information [34], and have high Outdegree and Indegree. They are
less active than Leaders, as they foster existing relationships
and gain new contacts who are mostly within their local network, rather than the whole network [34]. Therefore, they
are expected to have high Betweenness, Closeness, and
Eigenvector values, but less than Leaders.
A Troll (Role 5) expresses antisocial behavior [53], disturbing other members with offensive posts and causing
conflicts over a relatively short time before vanishing [37].
Therefore, their activity level is high at the beginning but
decreases to a very low level toward disappearance. Compared to the average network values, Trolls are expected to
have high Outdegree values, but, being unaccepted by
others, they have low Indegree, Betweenness, Closeness, and
Eigenvector values.
Passive (role 2) and Novice (role 1) members have lower
activity levels than others [34]. Passive members enjoy the
community, stay in loose contact with other members and,
hence, have low Outdegree values. However, they produce
more content than Novices, who observe the community
from the outside [43]. As such, Novices have a very sparse
network, which is characterized by low centralities. In other
words, Passive and Novice members have lower Outdegree
values than the average Outdegree value for the network.
However, since Passive members are more active than Novices, at least two out of the Betweenness, Closeness, and

Eigenvector centralities for Passive members are equal to or
above the average centrality values for the whole network,
with no restrictions on the value of the third centrality. Novices have the lowest network centralities.
Step #2 is designed to analyze the affiliation frequency of a
member with each role at every time-step. Given a sequence
of dynamic behaviors G1 ; . . . ; Gk , how behavior in the network changes over time is learned by forming a role frequency matrix M 2 RmXr , where m indicates the number of
members and r indicates the number of roles. Each entry in
M represents the frequency with which a member plays a
role along all time-intervals. Step #2 is intended to automatically discover the number of groups with similar role affiliation patterns (common patterns of behavior) based on
member characteristics, on which the roles are defined, and
on the role frequency vector of each member in M. The number of groups (clusters) in M are inferred using the NbClust
R package [54]. Each cluster represents a latent role that best
describes the behavior of its affiliated members and can be
highly affiliated with one role out of the roles from Fig. 1.
The latent role explains the temporal observed behavior of a
member. Note, M is not limited to the sub-model (Fig. 1) and
can use any role model.
Step #3 is designed to assign members to groups that were
discovered in Step #2. The role frequency vector of each
member, which is represented by a row vector in M, is clustered using k-means [8], [49]. Clustering is accomplished by
the partition of members into disjoint groups (i.e., clusters),
where members affiliated with the same cluster exhibit similar behavior in terms of the network activity levels (i.e., centrality values) and temporal behavior (i.e., role-affiliation
!!
frequency). For role frequency vectors Vi ; Vj 2 M of members i and j, the k-means classifies members with similar
vectors to the same cluster.
We innovate by considering two similarity dimensions as
indicators of behavioral similarity of members in playing a
role: structural centrality similarity (expressed by member
role) and frequency similarity (expressed by M), which
account for temporal effects. To uncover the unique latent
behaviors of members in the same cluster, the role transitions within each cluster are analyzed next.
Step #4 is designed to analyze the role transitions in each of
Step #3’s groups as graphs (Gr ), whose nodes represent roles,
directed edges represent transitions between roles, and
weights represent role transition frequencies. Gr presents the
next role of a member given the role attained in the current
network observation.
A member’s role frequency, captured by the matrix M,
helps infer her/his latent role. As depicted in Fig. 1, a member’s role is affected by member activity which is more likely
to occur due to current events than due to historical events
[55]. Moreover, future member behavior is better predicted
by recent member activity than by activities in the distant
past [17]. The recent behavior of a member, expressed by a
role in Gk can, therefore, capture the temporal member
behavior and infer a future role in Gkþ1 .
If a member is active at tk , but inactive at tkþ1 , then s/he
is given at tkþ1 a role of zero. If a member is not active at tk
but is active at tkþ1 , then s/he is given at tk a role of zero.
Role 0 indicates zero activity, with the aim of uncovering
the unique structural transition patterns between roles in
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TABLE 1
Dataset Description
Parameter/ Dataset
# Networks
Interval size
# Observations
# Nodes
# Weighted edges
Processing time [min]/network

Fig. 2. The dynamic role assignment of members. (a) A network with
members role sequence in three time-steps. (b) Role transition graph of
Fig. 2a, Ri denotes role i based on Fig. 1.

the same cluster and, thus, identify the latent behaviors of
members. Note that different members may have role
sequence vectors of different sizes, since members are active
during some, but usually not all, time steps.
Fig. 2a illustrates an OSN, where nodes represent active
members, edges represent interactions between members,
and the member role affiliation in each time step ½t1 ; t3  is
indicated by a role number inside a box array. For example,
node v3 was inactive at t1 ; t2 but was active at t3 . Therefore,
v3 has no role assignment at t1 , and a zero role at t2 , since it
was active at t3 (role 3). Fig. 2b summarizes the member
role transitions of Fig. 2a by illustrating the Gr graph structure. In Fig. 2a, v1 and v4 are the only nodes that transitioned
from role 1 to role 2. Hence, Gr in Fig. 2b has a directed edge
with a weight of 2 from node R1 to R2 .
Since a member can play any role, s/he can transition
between any two roles. To capture the representative patterns of role transitions [27] that correspond to the latent
behavior in each cluster, only key role transitions are
accounted for in Step #4. Thus, in Gr , the only edges (i.e., role
transitions) considered are those that have a formation
probability greater than would be expected at random. In a
random process, each edge occurs independently with a uniform creation probability [56]. Comparing a graph with a
random graph not only facilitates the discovery of functional
dependencies that correspond to dominant processes in the
formation of the graph but also characterizes relationships
among roles. Fig. 3 summarizes the steps of the RAFM.
In the context of the background and model development, three hypotheses are addressed in this work.

4

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The RAFM seeks to model behavior and member role affiliation in dynamic OSNs. Although important, role discovery is
not the only goal of this research. Examining role evolution
(defined by members’ dynamic interactions that create a

Fig. 3. Summary of the four steps in the RAFM.

Apple

Tapuz

Twitter(a)

1
2-weeks
98
11,118
37,545
9.41

320
2-weeks
11,199
564,877
1,511,833
4.47

1
1-hour
168
456,626
985,590
525.41

Twitter(b)
1
1-hour
360
267,043
1,438,918
308.56

sequence of played roles) which affects member roleaffiliation-frequency, will allow us to deepen our understanding of individuals behavior in temporal and dynamic OSNs.
The detailed data contained in these OSNs about member
interactions, enable studying collective and individual interactions of members. Hence, three hypotheses are proposed:
H1. The social behavior of members can be modeled via the role
affiliations exhibited in online discussions.
Moreover, analysis of time-evolving OSNs might reveal
similar role-affiliation frequencies of different members
along time, leading us to hypothesize the following:
H2. Members with similar temporal role-affiliation frequencies
have similar behavioral patterns.
The latent behavior of a member explains her/his temporal observed behavior. Thus, members in different OSNs
who share the same latent behavior might show similar
behavioral patterns.
H3. Members with the same latent roles, particularly influential members, exhibit similar social behaviors, expressed through
similar role transitions.
To answer the three research hypotheses the RAFM was
applied and validated on real datasets, as described next.

5

DATASETS DESCRIPTION

Datasets from four OSNs are analyzed in this study. Two
online forum-hosting sites and two Twitter networks.
Members of these dynamic OSNs infrequently interact,
with addition and deletion of nodes and edges occurring
over time. By analyzing these human communication datasets, temporal processes that indicate role evolution are
observed. Since the sequence of discrete temporal events can
be interpreted as a time-dependent point process [57], member interactions were split by time intervals. However, due
to diversity in the dynamic nature of different OSNs, the
higher the network activity the smaller must the interval size
be if one wishes to capture the natural rhythm of human
activities. The datasets are described next, and further details
are provided in Table 1.
The first dataset contains written communications posted
on Apple’s technical support forum between September 19,
2003 and October 19, 2007 [58]. Members of this forum seek
help or provide help to others about technical problems.
The second dataset is a large online community named
Tapuz, which operates sub-forums under the same domain,
with an average of 3.9 million monthly visitors (60 percent
female). Written communications posted in 521 sub-forums
between January 1, 2013, and November 10, 2014, were collected. As explained next, sub-forums with low activity were
discarded, resulting in 320 online sub-forums with ground
truth role information (i.e., explicit roles).
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TABLE 2
Tapuz’s K-means Centroids
Cluster #
1
2
3
4

R1-Novice

R2- Passive

R3-Active

R4-Leader

R5- Troll

Cluster size

4.1
2.5
0.4
0.5

9.4
7.3
2.1
1.0

3.4
19.3
10.3
0.2

0.6
4.6
28.3
0

0
0
0
0

11,005
2,939
693
211,941

Latent role
Passive
Active
Leader
Novice

Ri Denotes the role number, according to Fig. 1.

Three steps helped refine the datasets #1, and #2: 1) member interactions were split into intervals of two weeks similar to [59], creating at each time step a directed network
observation, represented as a graph ðGk Þ, 2) for the Tapuz
dataset, non-active forums with less than 40 consecutive
observations were discarded. Altogether, 321 forums were
analyzed, one forum from the first dataset and 320 forums
from the second dataset, 3) remove initial time steps form
each forum that contained network observations with less
than 20 nodes.
The interactions in the above online forums, originate
from a root post that initializes a topic for the discussion.
Members read posted messages and reply to those that interest them. Each posted message contains the unique identification number of the posting member, the date and time of
its posting, and its parent message.
The third dataset: The Twitter(a) dataset, contains interactions between July 1, and July 7, 2012, regarding the Higgs
boson particle [60]. It contains four types of interactions: a
tweet (TW), a retweet (RT), a mention tweet (MT), or a reply
tweet (RE), with at least one of the following keywords or
hashtags: lhc, cern, boson, higgs. The activity was split by
1-hour intervals as sufficient to capture temporal patterns,
since De Domenico, et al. [60] found that the decay time scale
of member activity in this dataset was 1.13 hours.
The fourth dataset: The Twitter(b) dataset, contains TW,
RT, MT, RE, collected before, during and after President
Trump’s announcement that the US will withdraw from the
Iran nuclear deal (May 1 to May 15, 2018). The locations of
the tweets were limited to fall within a defined radius of a
12km from Tehran’s center1 in the geo-coordinates N35 42’
55.073” E51 24’15.634”. Like in Twitter(a) dataset, interactions were split by using a short interval of 1-hour.

6

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

By applying the four steps of the RAFM to the four datasets,
in Step #1 a role was assigned to each member in each network observation. The member role frequencies, which are
represented by matrix M; were analyzed in Step #2. Since the
Tapuz dataset included 320 different forums under the same
domain, each role frequency matrix ðM1 ; . . . ; M320 Þ for Tapuz
was normalized by the number of observations in each
forum to enable the aggregation of the 320 matrices into a single representative one. However, there was no need to normalize each single role frequency matrix in each of the other
three datasets.
Next, using the NbClust R package with 26 indexes, the
number of groups was inferred. NbClust searched for the
1. https://www.latlong.net/place/tehran-iran-4703.html

best number of clusters over the M matrix of each dataset,
ranging between 2 and 15 clusters, as the number of roles is
usually quite small for a variety of network types [49]. For
the first and second datasets a 4-cluster solution was recommended since few members affiliated with the Troll role.
This finding is similar to previous studies which found that
online antisocial behavior (Trolls) is uncommon [e.g., 53].
Thus, the NbClust package did not recommend assigning
Trolls to a fifth cluster.
For each of the Twitter datasets, a 2-clusters solution was
recommended by RAFM based on each role frequency
matrix, which presented the following fraction of members
in each group. Twitter(a): Novice 57.31 percent; Passive 0.02
percent; Active 42.58 percent; Leader 0.08 percent; Troll
0.009 percent; and Twitter(b): Novice 47.47 percent; Passive
0.04 percent; Active 52.44 percent; Leader 0.04 percent; Troll
0.01 percent.
Twitter members interact in a bursty nature, where members send several tweets in short periods, separated by long
periods of reduced activity [57]. Thus, the Novice, and the
Active groups capture a reduced and high (bursts) posting
activity respectively.
Using the k-means algorithm, the row vectors of each
matrix M in every dataset, were clustered in Step #3 into
groups. The centroids of each cluster serve as the prototype of the cluster [49], which represents the behavior of
its affiliated members, as the centroid’s coordinates depend
on the member role-affiliation frequency. Thus, the member’s latent role can be inferred from the weights of the
coordinates in each centroid. For brevity sake, Table 2 only
presents centroids of the second dataset. In Table 2, the
latent role of members who are classified into: 1) Cluster 1
is Passive, 2) Cluster 2 is Active, and 3) Cluster 3 is Leader.
Members who are classified into Cluster 4 present similar
behavioral patterns to members of Cluster 1, by mostly
affiliating with the Passive and Novice roles. However, on
average, the frequency at which they affiliate with each
role is very low compared to members of Cluster 1. Thus,
Cluster 4 corresponds to the Novice latent role. In addition,
the sizes of the clusters which describe the numbers of
members who were classified into each cluster, support the
concept of participation inequality in OSNs [31]. Similarly,
for both Twitter datasets members are clustered into two
groups, corresponding to the Novice, and the Active latent
roles.
A different method for classifying members to groups
was tested, according to which member group affiliation
was determined based on the maximum frequency with
which a member affiliates to a role (instead of the k-means
method) but achieved less accurate results in detecting roles,
as demonstrated in the following paragraphs.
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TABLE 3
Descriptive Statistics for Members with Explicit
Roles in The Second Dataset

Fig. 4. Average normalized centrality measures for members with explicit
roles in the second dataset.

To gain more confidence in the role-detection sub-model
(Fig. 1), additional information was obtained2 about the
explicit roles that the Tapuz forum administrative staff
assigned to members. Fig. 4 and Table 3 present the centrality measures, and descriptive statistics for the Tapuz members with explicit roles. Weighted Indegree (Fig. 4) was
used similarly to [61] to reflect frequent interactions.
Managers and Experts were expected to be classified to
the most active group (Cluster 3). However, according to
Table 4, which presents a cross-tabulated view of explicit
roles, and according to the cluster affiliations in the second
dataset, most members with an explicit Manager role were
classified by k-means not only to the most active group
(Cluster 3) but also to the least active group (Cluster 1). This
revealed a contradiction vis-a-vis the k-means classification.
As further analysis revealed, however, there is actually no
contradiction since each forum can have several Managers
(Table 3), some of whom presented high-level activity while
others presented low-level of activity.
In addition, although Experts were mostly classified into
the Active or Leader cluster, some were classified to less
active clusters. This demonstrates the OSN dynamics, as
members dynamically change their ties which affects their
temporal role. Thus, the k-means accurately uncovered the
actual network structure in terms of the role variable, exhibited by online discussions. Therefore, the roles capture the
behaviors of members according to their explicit roles,
thereby supporting hypothesis H1.
According to the findings, each member can play any role,
but a member’s behavior can be highly affiliated with a single latent role, based on her/his role-affiliation frequency.
For example, members who are classified into Cluster 3, as
depicted in Table 2, highly affiliate with the Leader role but
will play other roles as well. Since members with similar
roles share common features and relation patterns [16], it is
reasonable to hypothesize that members with the same roleaffiliation frequency, manifested by affiliation with the same
cluster, will have similar behavioral patterns in terms of role
transitions ðH2Þ. To test H2, the role transitions of members
who were classified to the same cluster, implying a nonrandom behavior, are furthere analyzed.
According to Step #4, role transitions in each cluster are
represented by a directed graph ðGr Þ, where nodes represent

2. Sigal Tweig, Marketing Coordinator at Tapuz, December. 11, 2014.

Explicit Role

AVG

MIN

MAX

Green

13.06

13

15

Experts

4.68

1

110

System
Managers

14.99
4.81

14
4

15
7

Description
Members that pay a monthly fee
to Tapuz company
Members with vast knowledge
that help other members
Forum’s administration staff
Members who expressed a
desire to lead discussions

the six roles (0 to 5), and weighted edges indicate the number
of member transitions among roles. As explained in Section 3,
an edge in Gr represents the role transitioning of a member
and, in each cluster, only key transitions (edges in Gr ) were
considered. Five different methods to find key role transitions
were tested. Insignificant results are omitted hereinafter. The
first three methods tested keep only edges with weights above
a corresponding weight of a “knee” located on Gr ’s weighted
edges distribution curve [62]. The location of the point is
found via analysis of: 1) the first derivative of the curve where
the highest jump in value occurs, 2) the data point with the
largest second derivative, or 3) the point on the curve that is
furthest from a line fitted to the entire curve. Of the remaining
two methods tested, which find key role transitions either by
4) analyzing Gr without removing edges, or by 5) keeping
edges that have a higher frequency than would be expected at
random, the latter performed best, as reported next.
For the Apple, and the Tapuz datasets, Fig. 5a illustrates
the key role transitions in Gr by four heat maps, one per cluster. Fig. 5b illustrates the same for both Twitter datasets by
two heat maps. The probability of transitioning or taking on
the structural behavior of role j given a member’s current
role i and latent role (cluster) is represented by Gr . Thus,
making it possible to identify future role transition of a member. For example, in Fig. 5a fg; hg, a member who plays role 1
is more likely to play role 0 at the next time step, if s/he affiliates with the Novice latent role. A member who affiliates
with the Leader latent role (Fig. 5a fa; bg) and is playing role
3 at tk is more likely to play role 3 at tkþ1 (indicated by X) but
can also transition to the leader role. The results show that
members in the same cluster (have similar role-affiliation frequencies) present similar behavioral patterns (make similar
role transitions) supporting H2 and implying that clusters
represent the same latent behavior, as evaluated next.

6.1 Uncover Latent Behavior
To test hypothesis H3, key role transitions (Fig. 5) were compared among clusters that represent the same latent role but
TABLE 4
Cross-Tabulation of Explicit Roles and Cluster
Affiliation in The Second Dataset
Cluster
Explicit Role
Green
Experts
System
Managers

Passive (1)

Active (2)

Leaders (3)

23.76%
16.12%
27.30%
49.91%

0%
42.51%
1.46%
15.96%

0%
29.15%
1.46%
24.70%

Novice (4)
76.24%
12.23%
69.79%
9.43%
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Fig. 6. Estimated QAP replications densities of Apple and Tapuz.

transitions within the online forums, and role transitions
within the Twitter datasets were separately analyzed.
The relations (role transitions) in Gr are not independent
and can bias significance tests of relationships between
graphs [65]. Hence, a quadratic assignment procedure (QAP)
test [65] was used to determine which role transitions in different datasets were related. QAP is a restricted permutation
test, where each permutation preserves the auto-correlational
structure of the data.
Four QAP-tests (Fig. 6), one for each pair of clusters that
represent the same latent role from the Apple and Tapuz
datasets were analyzed, producing significant correlations
among clusters: 1) Leader 0.74, 2) Active 0.96, 3) Passive 0.68,
and 4) Novice 0.91. Similarly, for the Twitter datasets, two
QAP-tests were analyzed. The following significant correlations (and p-values) among clusters were found: 1) Active
0.76 (0.032), and 2) Novice 0.94 (0.004).
As mentioned before, clusters represent latent roles, and
thus, members with the same latent role from different
OSNs that have similar dynamic nature, make similar role
transitions, supporting H3. The results also confirm that
leaders who might be influential members have similar
social behavior, expressed by similar role transitions.
Next, the utility of the RAFM is presented by predicting
structural changes in a time-evolving network.

Fig. 5. Role transitions for each latent role (cluster).

are based on different datasets. First, datasets #1 to #2 were
compared in terms of the role transitions among clusters. In
Fig. 5a, fa; bg; fc; dg; fe; fg; and fg; hg were compared,
thereby enabling comparison of key behavior transitions
among clusters of the Apple and Tapuz communities. Similarly, for the Twitter datasets, role paths in the Active, and
Novice clusters (Fig. 5b) were compared.
Although the Active (and the Novice) clusters in Fig. 5a,
compared to Fig. 5b present similar patterns, the dynamic
nature of Twitter is different from online forums by, for
example, higher frequency of content update [63]. Moreover,
Twitter members behave differently than other OSN members by maintaining weak social relationships with a high
turnover of contacts in their networks [64]. Therefore, role

6.2 Predicting Structural Changes in a Network
The RAFM is used here to demonstrate an application for
predicting structural changes in a network. The Apple dataset is analyzed here since it has more time steps than for each
of the 320 Tapuz forums, and more latent roles than for each
of the Twitter datasets. Thereby, enabling identification of
richer behavioral patterns than each of the other datasets.
The interaction level among members defines the roles that
emerge from specific behaviors [4]. Thus, one can predict
future member behavior by predicting the network edges,
which represent member interactions. Our goal is to show
that the role of a member and the latent role of a member at
tk affect her/his behavior in terms of creating new edges
which, in turn, affect her/his role (Fig. 1). Given Gk , the goal
is thus to predict Gkþ1 by the role and latent role of a member
at tk .
Since the dataset covers varying time-points, the modelling
approach here considers the dataset’s longitudinal character
by applying temporal exponential random graph models
(TERGMs) [66], [67]. To cope with the large 98 network
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TABLE 5
Coefficients of the TERGM
Term

Coefficient


edges
mutual
ttriple
nodefactor. Role.2

-6.22
4.49 
0.61 
0.33 

nodefactor. Role.3

0.48 

nodefactor. Role.4

0.76

nodefactor. Role.5

-0.01

nodematch. Role

-0.25 

autoregression

0.14 



Term
mix.LatRole.1.1
mix.LatRole.2.1
mix.LatRole.3.1
mix.LatRole.4.1
mix.LatRole.1.2
mix.LatRole.2.2
mix.LatRole.3.2
mix.LatRole.4.2
mix.LatRole.1.3
mix.LatRole.2.3
mix.LatRole.3.3
mix.LatRole.4.3
mix.LatRole.1.4
mix.LatRole.2.4
mix.LatRole.3.4
mix.LatRole.4.4

Coefficient
0.94
3.22 
2.12 
0.89 
0.49
0.49
0.88 
0.68 
1.03 
1.90 
1.42 
0.88 
-0.32
1.29 
0.53 
-0.37

Significant at the 0.05 level

observations (Table 1), using MCMC-MLE [67], which is an
effective procedure when the networks are modestly sized
with few observations, was ruled out. Instead, this study uses
the btergm R package [66] which implements bootstrap methods for TERGMs, estimated by maximum pseudolikelihood
[68]. For a detailed TERGM technical review, see [67], [68].
The TERGM included the following parameters (i.e.,
terms): edges – expresses a balance between creating and deleting edges; mutual - expresses a tendency to reciprocate edges;
ttriple – a set of edges ði ! jÞ; ðj ! kÞ; ði ! kÞ that expresses
the number of transitive triples in the network; nodefactor.Role.
X – a categorical variable with five levels (X 2 ½1; 5 in Fig. 1),
which indicates the number of times that members with role
X in each observed network appears within the edge set; nodematch.Role - captures the number of edges whose incident
members match in terms of role; mix:LatRole:X:Y; X; Y 2{latent
role 1 to 4 in Fig. 5a} captures a tendency to form an edge
between two members who affiliate with a latent role X, and a
latent role Y respectively; Autoregression - a memory term,
captures if previous edges are carried over to the current
network.
The terms’ coefficients (Table 5) were estimated by 1,000
replications, based on G1 to G97 . Then, the model fit was
examined by an out-of-sample–goodness of fit (GOF) [66],
comparing simulated networks to G98 . The contribution of
each term was tested by its significance and AUC.
According to the results, edges correspond to the density of
the observed networks. The mutual, ttriple, nodefactor.Role,
and the autoregression terms show a positive coefficient. Thus,
the mutual term indicates that members interact with one
another regarding technical problems. The ttriple term suggests closed structures with hierarchical ordering, which correspond to hierarchical threads regarding technical problems
in Apples’ forum. The nodefactor.Role term indicates that the
more active a member, the more likely s/he to form an edge,
except for role 5 (Troll), which was insignificant. Surprisingly, a negative coefficient of the nodematch.Role term indicates a lack of homophily. Members who affiliate with the
same role are less likely to form an edge. This finding was further analyzed by separately testing member interactions by

Fig. 7. Goodness of fit for TERGM using Apple’s online forum.

their broader representative temporal behavior (mix.LatRole).
Indeed, Table 5 shows insignificant results for members who
affiliate with the same latent role, except for latent role 3.
Although some coefficients of the mix.LatRole term are insignificant, we can learn the behavior of each latent role from
those that are significant. For example, in Table 5, the highest
positive coefficient for mix.LatRole.4.Y is achieved when Y ¼
1. Hence, a member who affiliates with latent role 4 is more
likely to form an edge with a member who affiliates with
latent role 1 than with any other member who affiliates with
a different latent role. Similar results (bolded in Table 5) were
found for all latent roles, which indicates that all members
help Novices. However, Novices (role 1) tend to interact with
Active members who are considered as experts. Finally, the
autoregression term indicates that members continue to interact by posting questions and answers over time.
The GOF test shows a good fit of the boxplots (Fig. 7) by
300 simulations of each network observation based on the
TERGM. Overall, the TERGM presents good prediction
results ðAUC ¼ 0:74Þ. Thus, member roles and latent roles
affect her/his behavior, expressed as an edge formation.

6.3 Model Performance
Let jV j be the number of nodes, t be the number of timesteps,
and jEj be the number of edges. The most demanding algorithms in Step #1 are Betweenness and Closeness with
OðtðjV j  jEjÞÞ complexity. However, to better capture temporal changes [57], the network is split to observations such
that the higher the network’s dynamics the smaller the time
interval, resulting in several small networks.
The most demanding algorithm in Step #2, which was
used for performance evaluation of the NbClust package, is
of complexity OðjV j  jEjÞ [54]. In Step #3, in which members
are clustered into groups using the k-means algorithm, the
complexity is OðjV j  k  i  dÞ where k is the number of clusters (a small number), i is the number of iterations until convergence (often small), and d is the number of attributes (five
according to Fig. 1). Finally, Step #4 constructs the role transitions graphs with a complexity of OðkðjV j þ jEjÞÞ. The
RAFM is bounded by OðjV j  jEjÞ since t, and k are small
compared to jV j, and jEj.
In practice, the RAFM handled large networks (Table 1)
by using small time-steps, where V and E tend to remain
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relatively small in each network observation. Contrary to
previous studies, the RAFM handled hundreds of time
steps in a feasible time (Table 1). Having been applied to
small or medium networks with few time steps, similar
models [9], [11], [13], [15] are unable to handle large
networks. The dMMSB model, for instance, handled a
network with 1,000 nodes in a day [15]. The RAFM can handle much larger dynamic OSNs, with hundreds of time steps,
hundreds of thousands of nodes, and millions of edges,
within 525.41 minutes on a 4 x Intel Xeon Processor E54610v2 2.3 GHz with 752 Gb of memory machine (without
parallel processing). Moreover, network centralities can be
calculated in parallel in step #1.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Many studies on role discovery address static networks, or
dynamic networks of up to medium size, or ignore the meaning of role transitions in different networks. Furthermore,
many studies lack a quality evaluation of the proposed models, due to the lack of ground truth data on roles. The new
behavioral model proposed here for large and dynamic networks infers member behavior based on her/his temporal
role-affiliation frequency, enabling comparison of the latent
behavior of members in different OSNs with similar dynamic
nature. The number of latent roles (clusters) was inferred in
the present study based on temporal role frequency of each
member. Then, the latent role of a member was inferred by
the k-means algorithm that classifies members to latent roles
based on the distance between their role frequency vectors in
a Euclidean ‘role-frequency space’. Thus, latent roles describe
a mixture of distributions of role frequency vectors, each corresponding to a cluster. Finally, the unique behavior of members in each cluster was uncovered by analyzing the role
transitions of members who belong to the same cluster.
The findings from applying the RAFM to real-world
OSNs, out of which 320 sub-forums in the second dataset
had ground truth role information, lend support to the
RAFM by validating the three research hypotheses. First,
explicit roles in the second dataset were compared with the
inferred roles. Then, the k-means accurately uncovered the
actual network structure (exhibited by online discussions) in
terms of the role variable. Thus, H1 was supported by showing that the roles capture members’ behaviors.
Based on the four datasets, the heatmaps along with the
QAP-tests results showed that member cluster affiliation
depends on a member’s role-affiliation frequency, supporting H2. Moreover, members with the same latent role from
different OSNs with similar dynamic nature, make similar
role transitions, regardless of the discussed topics. Hence,
the next role of a member depends on the role attained in
the current network and on the latent role of a member. Particularly, leaders who might be influential members have
similar social behavior, i.e., similar role transitions, supporting H3:
RAFM’s effectiveness is evident by its demonstrated ability to predict structural changes in the network via identification of member roles and latent roles, and to enable the
simulation of realistic networks by considering a member’s
temporal role and latent role. Thus, increasing our understanding of network evolution.

Five main contributions are suggested in this study. First,
analyzing large, dynamic, and time-evolving networks with
a large unfixed number of nodes and edges. Second, flexible
role discovery based only on structural network features
makes the comprehension of the underlying dynamic
process very intuitive due to the interpretation of network
centralities. Third, identifying influential members. Fourth,
identifying the behavioral patterns of members, as manifested by role transitions, according to their role-affiliation
frequencies. Lastly, showing that members with similar roleaffiliation frequencies share the same latent roles in different
OSNs with similar dynamics in terms of interaction rhythms.
This study also has three main limitations. First, since
members’ behaviors in OSNs are influenced by the specific
mechanisms that the OSN site provides, the findings regarding member activities may change as new features are added
to OSNs. Second, since our analysis relies on thresholds,
different findings could result upon changing the threshold
of role classification. Finally, the role frequencies of a “rising
star” (a member moving to the center of the network) might
be similar to those of a “falling star” (doing the opposite), and
thus, both will be classified to the same cluster. Overcoming
these limitations is left for future research which may also
investigate techniques to learn the appropriate time interval
between observations automatically and to evaluate the
parameter sensitivity.
The results of this study can help obtain a better understanding of member behaviors online, improve member
participation in OSNs, and detect members with similar
behaviors who can potentially be opinion leaders. Hence,
this study contributes to the study of role detection in large,
dynamic, and time-evolving OSNs.
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